PGA Professional Golf Management Program 3.0
Associated Costs

QUALIFYING LEVEL

PORTAL ACCESS TO ONLINE COURSES ................................................................. $ 200
Valid for 9 months – If the Qualifying Test is not passed within 9 months of the purchase date, a
renewal fee of $200 will be required.

QUALIFYING LEVEL TEST FEE ........................................................................ $ 15*
A passing score is valid for 12 months – Failure to register as an associate within that time
period will invalidate the test and require re-purchase of the online access and re-test.

ASSOCIATE FEES

PLAYING ABILITY TEST ENTRY FEE ................................................................. $ 100/attempt
Plus additional fees required by the Section/Facility

ASSOCIATION DUES AND FEES ................................................................. Refer to Fees Calculator on PGA.org

BACKGROUND CHECK FEE ........................................................................ $ 60

LEVEL 1

PORTAL ACCESS TO ONLINE LEVEL 1 COURSES ........................................ $ 560
SEMINAR SESSION ....................................................................................... $ 750
L1 GOPS ASSOCIATE GOPS FACILITY MANAGEMENT TEST/RETAKE ........ $ 21*
L1 GOPS ASSOCIATE GOPS TEACHING & COACHING TEST/RETAKE .... $ 15*

LEVEL 2

PORTAL ACCESS TO ONLINE LEVEL 2 COURSES ........................................ $ 350
SEMINAR SESSION ....................................................................................... $ 750
LEVEL 2 ASSOCIATE GOLF OPERATIONS TEST/RETAKE ....................... $ 21*
LEVEL 2 ASSOCIATE TEACHING & COACHING TEST/RETAKE ............. $ 15*
LEVEL 2 ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TEST/RETAKE .......... $ 21*

LEVEL 3

PORTAL ACCESS TO ONLINE LEVEL 3 COURSES ........................................ $ 350
SEMINAR SESSION ....................................................................................... $ 750
LEVEL 3 ASSOCIATE GOLF OPERATIONS TEST/RETAKE ....................... $ 15*
LEVEL 3 ASSOCIATE TEACHING & COACHING TEST/RETAKE ............. $ 15*
LEVEL 3 ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT TEST/RETAKE ......... $ 15*

OTHER FEES

SEMINAR TRANSFER OR CANCELLATION FEE ................................................. $ 300

TOTAL EXPECTED COSTS

ASSOCIATE 3.0 PROGRAM ........................................................................ $ 3957
(Average time to Membership is approximately 4 years.)

Note: Retakes for PAT and Associate Exams are additional. PGA Dues, travel fees and lodging not
included. Associate responsible for all travel costs.

*Test fees are paid directly to Examity (the PGA’s testing provider) and are based on current seat
time rates. Fees are subject to change.